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Yun chujiu walked to the ice wall and took out her big kitchen knife. She kept chopping at the ice wall 

like crazy, but no matter how many pieces of ice she cut, she could not touch di beiming. It was as if she 

was isolated by ice to another world.. 

 

“Little Sister Jiu, calm down! Things are not as bad as you think. Listen to me,”Xue Wuji took the big 

kitchen knife from Yun Chujiu’s hand and said hoarsely. 

 

Yun chujiu’s wooden expression finally relaxed. She turned to look at Xue Wuji. Only then did she realize 

that Xue Wuji and an Feng were obviously seriously injured. Their faces were pale. No wonder they did 

not pick her up. Instead, they let her come alone. 

 

“What exactly happened? How did the Prince Charming become like this?”Yun chujiu asked with 

bloodshot eyes. 

 

Xue Wuji and an Feng looked at the mini version of Yun Chujiu. If the atmosphere was not too heavy, the 

two of them would have rolled on the floor laughing. At this moment, there was only a strong sense of 

oppression. 

 

Xue Wuji Handed Yun Chujiu a pill. “Little Sister Jiu, take this pill first. Di beiming said that this pill can 

help you recover.” 

 

Yun Chujiu took the pill and swallowed it without saying a word. 

 

In almost a moment, Yun Chujiu’s figure changed from a little girl to a 15 or 16-year-old girl. She had 

never come to kuishui, so she had always looked like a young girl. 

 

Yun Chujiu’s face was emotionless as she stared at Xue Wuji. 

 



Xue Wuji Sighed silently. He knew that she was anxious to know what had happened, so he did not hide 

it and told her the whole story. 

 

“Sigh! Little Sister Jiu, I always thought that the facial paralysis was not good enough for you. Every time 

you were in danger, you would solve it yourself. Not only could he not help you in time, but he would 

also suck your blood from time to time and bully you. 

 

However, after I left the primordial chaos sect, I found out that.., he had done so much for you behind 

your back.”Xue Wuji said with some emotion. These were his heartfelt words. He had really thought that 

di beiming was not good enough for Yun Chujiu to treat him well. 

 

However, a person could only see one or a few sides of things. They could not see the other sides at all. 

 

Xue Wuji looked at Yun Chujiu with concern, he then said, “That facial paralysis did not allow us to tell 

you these things. Even this time, he did not allow us to tell you about his illness. However, I feel that it is 

better to tell you. That is why I sent you the news previously. 

 

“You have been causing trouble in the primordial murder sect and the Primordial Chaos sect many 

times, but Baili Yin and Xiahou Lin did not expel you from the sect or really punish you. Do you know 

why? 

 

“This is because di beiming has already warned them to secretly protect you. 

 

“Di beiming gave you a jade token with his spiritual sense. Do you know that every time you use it, he 

will be seriously injured? 

 

Especially this last time, he used a forbidden spell to help you resist the heavenly lightning. Otherwise, 

he might not have been frozen. 

 



Also, he had investigated long ago that your mother had been captured and brought to the towering sky 

continent. The reason why he didn’t tell you was because he was afraid that you would act recklessly. 

 

He had gone to the towering sky continent many times to investigate the whereabouts of your mother 

and father. As a result, he had been in danger countless times. 

 

“This time, in order to help you find that pill, he forcefully broke through a layer of seal, causing his old 

illness to relapse. 

 

“Also, …” 

 

Yun Chujiu’s tears rolled down one drop at a time. She bit her lips tightly. She did not know that di 

beiming had done so much for her behind her back. She had always thought that di beiming was fighting 

with his enemy. 

 

Every time she quarreled with him because of his bad temper, every time they got together for a short 

period of time, he would fly into a rage. She even blamed him for not understanding or tolerating her. 

She even deliberately made fun of him.. 


